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Resonance states of HCO are calculated for total angular momentumJ50, 1, and 3 using the
artificial boundary inhomogeneity~ABI ! method of Jang and Light@J. Chem. Phys.102, 3262
~1995!#. Resonance energies and widths are determined by analyzing the Smith lifetime matrix. A
resonance search algorithm and a method for resolving overlapping resonances are described. The
accurate prediction ofJ53 resonances fromJ50 and 1 data is tested with good results for excited
stretch resonances and less accurate results for bending resonances, demonstrating the degree of
separability of vibration from overall rotation for these quasi-bound states. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!02330-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonance is one of the most dramatic phenomena
served in scattering. Resonances are generally observe
sharp changes in the total cross section or as relatively s
spectral features in the continuum. Although there ar
number of theoretical approaches, resonances are usuall
derstood as being due to quasi-bound states forming betw
collision partners. Their quasi-bound nature makes them
ticularly well-suited to a theoretical approach in which t
wavefunction is expanded in anL2 basis.

The methods for obtaining resonance parameters ca
divided into ‘‘direct’’ and ‘‘indirect’’ methods. In the direct
methods such as complex scaling,1 stabilization,2–5 and op-
tical potential approaches6,7 one finds the resonance param
eters as complex energies. The indirect methods involve
tracting resonance information from the scatteri
wavefunction or related quantities such as theS matrix, life-
time matrix,8 etc.

In this paper we describe an indirect method for obta
ing resonance parameters from scattering calculations
formed using the artificial boundary inhomogeneity~ABI !
method.9 The ABI method is used to calculate the lifetime
a particular energy and a simple search algorithm is use
locate the resonance positions. The ABI has been used
viously for one dimensional model systems,9 and for the col-
linear H21H reaction.10 Application to the photodissocatio
of HCO represents the first use of the method for a th
dimensional problem.

Many theoretical studies of HCO resonances have b
done in the past decade since the publication of the Bowm
Bittman, and Harding potential energy surface~BBH!.11

Bowman and coworkers have done a number of calculat
on the BBH surface and refitted~RLBH!12 and rescaled
~RLBH-M!13 versions of the surface using various tim
independent methods as described in references14,15 and ref-
erences therein. Time-independent calculations on the RL
surface have also been recently published by Grozna
et al.16 and Ryaboy and Moiseyev.17 Time-dependent studie
have been published by Gray18 and Dixon.19 All of these
1816 J. Chem. Phys. 107 (6), 8 August 1997 0021-9606/97
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calculations were performed forJ50 except for those de
scribed in Ref. 15 which dealt with bothJ50 and even
parity J51. The even parityJ51 case is special, howeve
in that it involves no asymmetric top or Coriolis couplin
Recently, a new surface has been calculated for HCO
Werner et al.20 Time-independent calculations have be
done on this, the WKS, surface by Werneret al.20 and Keller
et al.,21 again forJ50. These references state, however, t
calculations have been done for total angular momentum
to J55, but these results are as yet unpublished.

The present work examines resonances of HCO
J50, J51 even and odd parity, andJ53 odd parity on the
RLBH surface. We examine the question of efficiency of t
ABI method for obtaining resonance parameters. We a
present a method for obtaining resonance parameters w
minimizes the effect of background contributions, and fu
ther show how to extract resonance parameters in the d
cult case of broad overlapping resonances. From theJ50
and J51 calculations we calculate rotational constants
each vibrational mode and use them to predict aJ53 spec-
trum which shows good agreement for most resonance s
demonstrating the degree of separability of vibration fro
overall rotation for these quasi-bound states.

In Sec. II we describe the artificial boundary inhomog
neity method. In Sec. III we show how it is applied to HC
in finding theS matrix. In Sec. IV we describe the metho
used for extracting resonance parameters and in Sec. V
detail the search algorithm used to find resonance energ
Results are presented in Sec. VI, and finally, conclusi
given in Sec. VII.

II. ARTIFICIAL BOUNDARY INHOMOGENEITY
METHOD

The ABI method relies on a simple modification of th
time-independent Schro¨dinger equation. An inhomogeneity
Bi , is added to the right hand side of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion to give

C i5~H2E!21Bi . ~1!
/107(6)/1816/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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1817Gregory S. Whittier and John C. Light: Calculation of resonances of HCO
C i is then a solution to the correct homogeneous Sch¨-
dinger equation in the region whereBi50. By imposing
scattering boundary conditions on a linear combination
the C i , one can obtain scattering information. TheS matrix
and the expansion coefficient matrixC are then found as
solutions of the linear equation

(
m

Cm~q!Cmn5In~q!2(
p

Op~q!Spn , ~2!

whereI andO are products of the flux normalized incomin
and outgoing waves and the corresponding asymptotic in
nal state, andq is a point in configuration space where th
asymptotic forms are valid. A system of equations can
constructed by choosing a set of vectors$uQi&% to project
onto equation~2!. C, I , andO then become matrices wit
elements

C i j 5^Qi uC j&; I i j 5^Qi uI j&; Oi j 5^Qi uOj&,

and equation~2! becomes

CC5I2OS. ~3!

One must choose theQi such that the number of linearl
independent rows ofC, I , andO exceed the number of col
umns ofO plus the number of columns ofC. In addition,
the uQi& must lie in the asymptotic region, but whe
Bi50. In order to ensure the linear independence of the
umns ofC, theBi must be linearly independent.

III. APPLICATION TO HCO

The details of applying the ABI method to finding th
S matrix for HCO scattering at a given energy are describ
in this section. The explicit form of equation~3! is, of
course, determined by the forms ofC, I , andO. These in
turn depend on the choice ofuQ&, uB&, the representation o
(H2E)21, and the channels included inI and O. First we
will deal with the representation of (H2E)21.

The operator (H2E)21 is represented in a basis o
eigenfunctions ofH subject to zero boundary conditions. S
that

~H2Ei !zi50, ~4!

wherezi50 outside the interaction region. SinceH is diag-
onal in the$zi% basis, computingC at each energy can b
done quickly as equation~1! becomes

Cmn~E!5( i^Qmuz i&~Ei2E!21^z i uBn&. ~5!

In the notation of reference 22, the HCO Hamiltonian23

in body-fixed atom–diatom mass scaled Jacobi coordinate
given by

Ĥ52
\2

2m

]2

] r̄ 2
2

\2

2m

]2

]R̄2
1

1

2m
L̂1V~r ,R,u!, ~6!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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L̂52S 1

r̄ 2
1

1

R̄2D S \2

sinu

]

]u
sinu

]

]u
2

JZ
2

sin2u D
1

i\

R̄2 S 1

sinu

]

]u
sinuJY1JY

]

]u D
1

1

R̄2
~JX

21JY
22JZ

21cotuJXJZ1cotuJZJX!,

with

m5AmHmCmO

M
; R̄5R/S, r̄ 5r •S, ~7!

for
M5mH1mC1m0 , ~8!

S5 F MmCmO

mH~mC1mO!2G1/4

. ~9!

TheJi operators correspond to rotation about the appropr
body-fixed axes, with the body-fixed Z axis connecting the
atom with the center of mass of the CO diatom. TheX axis is
perpendicular to theZ axis and in the plane of the molecule
while the Y axis is perpendicular to bothX and Z. The
Jacobi coordinatesR, r , andu correspond to the H–CO dis
tance, CO stretch, and internal angle, respectively. T
RLBH surface12 is used for the potential in~6!. We then
representH in a product of symmetry adapted Wigner rot
tion functions24 for the overall rotation and a DVR basis25

for the internal coordinates.
The primitive DVR basis consisted ofNu545 Gauss–

Legendre DVR functions,uug
K&, in cosu, NR575 sine DVR

functions, uRa&, in R on the interval@2.0,6.0# Bohr, and
Nr515 potential optimized DVR~PODVR!26 functions,
ur b&, in r . The 15 PODVR functionsur b& were reduced from
100 sine DVR functions on@1.8, 3.1# Bohr using a reference
potential corresponding to a cut alongr at the HCO potential
minimum. The normalized parity adapted Wigner rotati
functions are given by

CKM
J6 5

1

A2~11dK0!
A2J11

8p2 ~DKM
J* 6~21!J1KD2KM

J* !,

where DKM
J is the Wigner rotation function as defined

Rose.24 In this basis, the Hamiltonian becomes

Ha8b8g8,abg

5^Ra8r b8ug8
K8CK8M

J6 uĤuRar bug
KCKM

J6 &

5
21

2m
daa8

R dbb8dgg8dKK82
1

2m
dbb8

r daa8dgg8dKK8

1
1

2mRa
2 @dgg8

uK
1~J~J11!22K2!dgg8#daa8dbb8dKK8

2
1

2mRa
2 @A11dK0LJK

1 Bgg8
1uKdK8K11

1A11dK80LJK
2 Bgg8

2uKdK8K21#daa8dbb8

1V~Ra ,r b ,ug!daa8dbb8dgg8dKK8,
, No. 6, 8 August 1997
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1818 Gregory S. Whittier and John C. Light: Calculation of resonances of HCO
where

daa8
R

5 K Ra8U d2

dR2 URaL ,

dbb8
r

5 K r b8U d2

dr2 Ur bL ,

dgg8
uK

5(
j

T j g8
uK j ~ j 11!T j g

uK ,

Bgg8
6uK

5(
j

T j g8
uK61

LjK
6 T j g

uK ,

LJK
6 5AJ~J11!2K~K61!.

T j g
uK is the transformation matrix from the associated Le

endre polynomial basis,$uPj
K&%, to the corresponding DVR

basis,$uug
K&%.

The Hamiltonian,H, is then diagonalized using the su
cessive diagonalization truncation~SDT!25 method. The SDT
was performed in the orderu, R, r , thenK. For u, 25 func-
tions were kept for each (R,r ,K) point. The two dimensiona
Hamiltonian was then diagonalized keeping functions w
energies less thanE2D50.08 Hartrees. At least 100 func
tions, however, were kept at each (r ,K) point regardless of
energy. This procedure resulted in a basis ofN3dK'4000 for
eachK. The Hamiltonian was diagonalized at eachK and the
1000 lowest energy eigenvectors perK kept for the final
K-coupled Hamiltonian. TheK50 block was either included
or excluded depending on the overall parity which will
indicated byKmin50,1.

We still have to deal with the explicit choice ofuQ&,
uB&, uI &, anduO&. The scattering solutions of the asympto
Hamiltonian,Ĥ2V(R,r ,u), are given by

~Ĥ2V~R,r ,u!2E!hl
~1,2!~kn jR!Y j l

JM~c,x,u,v!fn j~r !50,
~10!

with

F21

2m

d2

dr2 1
j ~ j 11!

2mr 2 1v~r !2en j Gfn j~r !50, ~11!

kn j5A2mR~E2en j !, ~12!

for

m r5A mCmO

mC1mO
, mR5AmH~mC1mO!

mH1mC1mO
. ~13!

So the explicit forms ofuI &, anduO& are

uI n j l &5
1

Akn j

hl
~2!~kn jR!Y j l

JM~cx,uv!fn j~r !, ~14!

uOn j l &5
1

Akn j

hl
~1!~kn jR!Y j l

JM~cx,uv!fn j~r !, ~15!

wherehl
(1,2)(kn jR) are the Ricatti–Hankel functions27 and
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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Y j l
JM~cx,uv!5A2l 11

4p (
K

C~ j lJ uK0K !

3DKM
J* ~xcv!YjK~u,0!, ~16!

where C(•••u•••) is the Clebsch–Gordan coefficient an
YjK(u) are spherical harmonics.

For HCO, we take

uBn j l &5(
a

f auRa&Y j l
JM~cx,uv!fn j~r !,

where f a is zero for 0,Ra, l 2 , and nonzero for
l 2,Ra, l 3 with l 2 , l 3 in the asymptotic region. Specifically
f a is a linear function and nonzero for the three outerm
DVR points inR. So that

f 053.0, R055.947,

f 152.0, R155.895,

f 251.0, R255.842.

We setuQan j l&5uRa&Y j l
JMfn j , whereRa is a point in the

region @ l 1 , l 2# with l 1 in the asymptotic region.uQan j l& is
defined on the next three outermost DVR points, nam
R3, R4, and R5 equal to 5.789, 5.737, and 5.684, respe
tively. We only useBn j l and columns ofI andO correspond-
ing to open channels with j < j max. We choose
j max5Kmin124.

IV. HCO RESONANCES

In this section we describe the steps necessary to find
HCO resonance energies and widths. The procedure invo
calculatingS, dS/dE, and the Smith lifetime matrixQ8 at a
number of energies. Knowing the Breit–Wigner formula f
TrQ(E),28

Tr Q~E!5Tr Q0~E!1\
G

~E2ER!21~G/2!2 , ~17!

whereQ0(E) is the nonresonance background contributio
one can extract the resonance energies and widths,ER and
G.

Equation~3! and its energy derivative give the system
equations,

@O C# F S

CG5I , ~18!

@O C#F dS

dE

dC

dE

G5
dI

dE
2FdO

dE

dC

dE GF S

CG , ~19!

which is solved forS anddS/dE . The lifetime matrix is then
obtained from

Q52 i\
dS

dE
•S†. ~20!
, No. 6, 8 August 1997
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1819Gregory S. Whittier and John C. Light: Calculation of resonances of HCO
After locating the positions resonance energies,ER , the
widths are obtained by equating the numerical second
rivative with respect to energy of the computed TrQ at ER

with the second derivative of equation~17!. So we have

d2 Tr Qcomputed~E!

dE2 U
E5ER

5
d2 Tr Q0~E!

dE2 U
E5Er

2\
32

G3 .

~21!

We assume the nonresonance background is varying slo
at ER and taked2 Tr Q0(E)/dE2uE5ER

50 so that~21! may
be solved forG.

An alternative to extracting the resonance parame
from Tr Q(E) is to look at the eigenvalues ofQ(E),
qi(E). DiagonalizingQ(E) at a resonance energy genera
yields one large eigenvalue,qlargest(ER), corresponding to
the lifetime of the longest lived metastable state well se
rated from the others. The eigenvector corresponding to
eigenvalue gives the decay probabilities of this metasta
state. In the case of overlapping resonances, we might
several large eigenvalues with their corresponding eigen
tors. Resonance parameters can then be obtained by fi
qlargest(E) to the Breit–Wigner formula by a method lik
the one presented above.

Figure 2 shows approximately six overlapping res
nances over a range of 150 cm21. Part~a! is simply a plot of
Tr Q vs E while part ~b! is a plot of the two largest eigen
values ofQ at each energy. The eigenvectors associated w
these eigenvalues change character as the energy cha
The situation is analogous to adiabatic electronic poten
energy surfaces. In both cases, the eigenvalues of a He
ian matrix are plotted as a function of some parameter. H
it is the eigenvalues of the lifetime matrix as a function
energy. For electronic potential energy surfaces, of cours
is the eigenvalues of the electronic Hamiltonian as a func
of the nuclear configuration. Indeed, part~b! of Figure 2
shows the avoided crossings of the dotted and solid li
where the resonances overlap.

Using the eigenvalues ofQ(E) has several advantage
including better separation of broad overlapping resonan
and a zero baseline as demonstrated in Figure 2. One
also generate the resonance wave function from the ei
vector which may be useful in reproducing photodissociat
spectra. It is, however, computationally more expensive
diagonalizeQ, and using TrQ(E) suffices for the narrowe
resonances which are generally of more interest. Con
quently, the trace is used here. The algorithm used to lo
the resonance energies is discussed in the next section.

V. RESONANCE SEARCH ALGORITHM

The value of TrQ(E) can be obtained for a set of ene
gies in the energy interval of interest. For a given set
energies, one can see resonances with a width comparab
that of the separation between the energy points. This wo
well for broad resonance, but for narrow resonances, h
ever, this would require more energy points than is practi
Fortunately, the narrow resonances have wave functions
small amplitude in the asymptotic region. Therefore, one
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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the L2 eigenvalues obtained in equation~4! should lie close
in energy to a given narrow resonance. By selecting a co
grid of energy points and augmenting these points with
set of points atEi1d, we should be able to see both broa
and narrow features. Thed is a small number necessary
avoid the singularity in equation~1!.

Tr Q is calculated at each of these energies and the
ond derivative is calculated numerically at each energy
second differences. Energy points with a second deriva
less than a threshold value and a change in sign of the
derivative are identified as possible resonance energ
Tr Q and its derivatives are then calculated for several
ergy points around each of these resonance energies. F
these points, a more accurate set of resonance energi
then obtained and the process repeated until the separ
between energy points reaches some small value. At e
stage in the process the value of the resonance width ca
found using equation~21!. When the grid of energies aroun
a particular resonance is fine enough to accurately obtain
width, the calculation for that resonance can be stopp
Consequently, the positions and widths of broad resonan
can be found after only a few iterations. The results of t
procedure are described in the following section.

VI. RESULTS

Bound states and resonances were determined for H
for total angular momentumJ equal to 0, 1, and 3 for ener
gies up to 9000 cm21. The J53 calculations were per
formed forKmin50 only. The results of theJ50 calculation
are given in Figure 1 and in Table I along with those
Grozdanovet al.16 and Wanget al.14 All three calculation
use the RLBH surface and show good agreement. The s
assignments are those assigned by Wanget al. Most, if not
all, states which are left unassigned are mixed states w
do not exhibit a clear nodal structure.

From theJ51 calculations, it is possible to obtain a s
of rotation constants for most vibrational states. Some sta
however, have broad enough resonances that overlappin
peaks makes it difficult to assign all three rotational state
order to determine the rotational constants. Most of th
broad overlapping peaks which cannot be seen in a plo

FIG. 1. Calculated lifetimes of HCO for total angular momentumJ50.
, No. 6, 8 August 1997
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1820 Gregory S. Whittier and John C. Light: Calculation of resonances of HCO
TABLE I. Resonance states ofJ50. Energies and widths in cm21.

Present results Groznadovet al. Wanget al.

(nHC ,nCO ,nb) E G E G E G

~0,1,3! 1163.5 6e-6 1163.2 2.1e-6 1163.0,1e-4
~0,0,5! 1296.5 7e-5 1296.3 5.2e-5 1295.6,1e-4
~1,1,1! 1413.4 0.019 1413.1 0.023 1412.2 0.056
~2,0,1! 1496.1 0.134 1495.9 0.22 1495.2 0.23
~1,0,3! 1611.9 0.808 1611.8 0.90 1611.02 0.84
~0,3,0! 1665.2 0.0066 1664.7 0.0066 1664.0 0.00
~0,2,2! 1995.0 0.358 1994.6 0.36 1994.7 0.41
~0,1,4! 2159.6 1.01 2159.4 0.92 2159.5 0.92
~1,2,0! 2250.8 2.23 2250.4 2.40 2250.01 2.3
~0,0,6! 2263.9 1.10 2263.47 1.03 2263.2 1.15

2342.1 43.6 2339.0 42.8
2449.2 12.1 2450.1 10.9
2527.5 11.1 2527.0 11.1
2575.3 34.8 2575.4 35.0

~0,3,1! 2784.9 0.425 2784.3 0.48 2784.7 0.57
~0,2,3! 3007.0 3.49 3006.6 3.62 3009.4 3.35
~0,1,5! 3122.3 22.4 3123.5 23.0 3122.9 21.3
~0,0,7! 3213.4 3.90 3212.5 2.56 3212.9 3.8
~1,2,1! 3295.0 9.18 3293.9 10.2 3295.4 9.4

3408.7 11.3 3408.4 14.1
~0,4,0! 3503.8 0.119 3503.1 0.099 3502.6 0.1

3535.8 45.1 3539.0 35.8
~0,3,2! 3828.3 3.14 3827.7 2.83 3829.9 2.75
~0,2,4! 3989.4 20.3 3989.5 21.9 3994.5 20.5
~1,3,0! 4107.2 5.65 4106.0 5.60 4107.1 6.2
~0,0,8! 4145.9 5.95 4143.9 5.44 4145.0 5.2
~1,2,2! 4250.0 43.7 4255.2 45.4 4261.1 42.7

4342.9 16.5 4340.8 18.8
4424.7 29.8 4424.8 29.6

~0,4,1! 4611.0 3.14 4610.6 2.73 4610.1 3.1
~0,3,3! 4822.0 8.29 4821.3 8.50 4825.4 8.2

4976.1 32.0 4977.3 33.2
5076.6 32.8 5075.1 46.2

~1,3,1! 5150.9 22.5 5150.5 16.6 5153.9 16.1
5298.5 33.3 5291.8 30.5

~0,5,0! 5323.7 0.144 5322.9 0.136 5323.0 0.15
~0,4,2! 5624.2 6.95 5624.0 6.46 5627.5 6.48
~0,3,4! 5801.5 25.3 5798.9 22.2 5806.9 14.9

5856.5 22.7
5878.3 22.4

~1,4,0! 5951.5 16.7 5953.3 14.4 5957.3 16.2
6012.7 31.3 6009.5 30.1

~1,3,2! 6130.1 42.7 6127.2 50.0 6135.4 51.7
6213.6 31.9 6214.7 35.2
6301.8 30.1 6298.3 45.6

~0,5,1! 6401.0 4.28 6400.3 2.62 6402.7 3.6
~0,4,3! 6609.3 14.1 6609.6 15.9 6614.1 16.4

6728.2 46.5
6768.0 49.4
6924.0 34.9 6915.5 30.7

~1,4,1! 6984.8 16.8 6986.3 20.9 6994.2 28.3
~0,6,0! 7125.2 0.775 7124.4 0.54 7125.1 0.59
~0,5,2! 7390.0 19.9 7385.6 24.3 7387.9 31.4

7591.2 23.5 7590.7 24.2
~1,5,0! 7732.4 47.1 7710.4 43.7 7721.4 35.6

7802.0 35.4 7807.3 53.8
7857.0 42.1

~1,4,2! 7971.0 41.7 7965.8 57.5 7975.4 54
8070.3 45.6 8062.3 55.3

~0,6,1! 8162.0 6.29 8161.1 8.0 8161.5 5.6
~0,5,3! 8376.2 25.3 8374.1 25.8 8384.6 29.3

8553.9 51.0 8551.1 58.2
~1,5,1! 8771.0 49.9 8756.0 37.8 8785.0 39.2

8810.5 22.5 8804.7 34.0
~0,7,0! 8912.1 0.816 8910.9 1.73 8912.1 1.86
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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Tr Q vs energy, can be resolved when TrQ is decomposed
into the eigenvalues which contribute to the trace as s
clearly in Figure 2. Even with this technique, however, n
all the J51 resonances associated with a givenJ50 reso-
nance were found. Those states which could not be assig
were associated with already quite broadJ50 resonances
Any further broadening would make them very difficult
find and relatively unimportant.

For those vibrational states where all three rotatio
states could be identified, the rotational constants,A, B, and
C, were found by equating the difference between
J50 andJ51 energies for a given vibrational state with th
kinetic energy of a rigid asymmetric top29 with these con-
stants. This information is summarized in Table II. Furth
these rotational constants can be used to predict the sp
for higher total angular momenta assuming that the ene
shifts are due solely to rigid asymmetric top kinetic energ
Figures 3 and 4 represent a comparison of the predicted s
trum for J53 Kmin50 and that obtained in the fullJ53
calculations. The predicted spectrum was obtained by us
theJ50 resonances energies, adding the asymmetric top
ergies, and using Lorentzian line shapes with width equa
the J50 width. The figure shows generally good agreem
between the two spectra. Closer inspection shows that vi
tional modes with high bending excitation show the great
deviation from rigid body behavior, while states with hig
excitation in CO stretching modes still show very go
agreement. This phenomenon is demonstrated in Table
and is explained by the increased importance of coup
with overall rotation in states with highly excited ben
modes. One can also see a general broadening of theJ53
resonances compare to the correspondingJ50 resonances.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented calculations of HCO resonances
total angular momentumJ equal 0, 1, and 3, using the art
ficial boundary inhomogeneity method, demonstrating its
fectiveness for a realistic three dimensional system. The

FIG. 2. Comparison of~a! Tr Q and~b! the largest~dotted line! and second
largest~solid line! eigenvalues ofQ for J51 Kmin50.
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TABLE II. Resonance states ofJ50,1 and rotational constants in cm21.

E(J50) E(J51)2E(J50)

000 101 110 111

(nHC ,nCO ,nb) E(G) E(G) E(G) E(G) A B C

~0,0,0! -3943.20 2.81 25.35 25.26 23.90 1.45 1.3
~0,0,1! -2839.77 2.82 27.38 27.27 25.91 1.47 1.3
~0,1,0! -2059.61 2.79 25.21 25.12 23.77 1.44 1.3
~0,0,2! -1760.31 2.79 29.69 29.59 28.25 1.45 1.3
~1,0,0! -1494.66 2.80 23.60 23.51 22.15 1.45 1.3
~0,1,1! -949.01 2.81 27.18 27.07 25.72 1.46 1.3
~0,0,3! -711.07 2.83 33.08 32.95 31.60 1.48 1.3
~1,0,1! -441.68 2.83 25.58 25.45 24.10 1.48 1.3
~0,2,0! -189.84 2.76 25.01 24.93 23.59 1.42 1.3
~0,1,2! 128.87 2.78 29.49 29.40 28.06 1.44 1.3
~0,0,4! 306.51 2.83 37.57 37.42 36.08 1.49 1.3
~1,1,0! 381.09 2.77 23.19 23.10 21.76 1.43 1.3
~2,0,0! 533.75 2.79 23.73 23.63 22.29 1.44 1.3
~1,0,2! 613.80 2.79 25.32 25.23 23.88 1.44 1.3
~0,2,1! 928.32 2.78 27.00 26.88 25.55 1.45 1.3

~0,1,3! 1163.53~6e-06! 2.80~7e-06! 32.97~2e-05! 32.84~3e-05! 31.50 1.47 1.33
~0,0,5! 1296.51~7e-05! 2.79~5e-05! 42.74~0.00020! 42.60~0.00013! 41.27 1.47 1.32
~1,1,1! 1413.38~0.019! 2.80~0.019! 24.00~0.025! 23.86~0.025! 22.53 1.47 1.33
~2,0,1! 1496.07~0.134! 2.79~0.132! 26.14~0.19! 26.00~0.187! 24.68 1.47 1.32
~1,0,3! 1611.86~0.808! 2.83~0.812! 28.65~1.01! 28.49~1.03! 27.15 1.50 1.34
~0,3,0! 1665.24~0.0066! 2.74~0.0066! 24.77~0.0082! 24.68~0.0083! 23.36 1.41 1.33
~0,2,2! 1995.04~0.358! 2.75~0.357! 29.37~0.353! 29.28~0.351! 27.95 1.42 1.33
~0,1,4! 2159.64~1.01! 2.82~1.02! 36.57~1.37! 36.38~1.38! 35.07 1.51 1.32
~1,2,0! 2250.76~2.23! 2.75~2.24! 23.28~2.40! 23.19~2.42! 21.86 1.42 1.33
~0,0,6! 2263.87~1.10! 2.80~1.08! 48.85~3.05! 48.69~3.04! 47.37 1.48 1.32

2342.11~43.6! 2.77~43.7! 25.96~43.2! 25.84~42.9! 24.51 1.45 1.32
2449.17~12.1! 2.79~11.9! 26.37~13.7! 26.02~13.5! 24.80 1.57 1.22
2527.46~11.1! 2.91~11.2! 27.19~12.8! 27.18~12.8! 25.73 1.46 1.45
2575.33~34.8! 2.63~41.9! 32.56~31.7! 30.80~34.5! 30.37 2.19 0.44

~0,3,1! 2784.86~0.425! 2.77~0.415! 26.89~0.423! 26.77~0.414! 25.44 1.44 1.33
~0,2,3! 3007.01~3.49! 2.79~3.52! 33.08~3.86! 32.94~3.88! 31.61 1.47 1.32
~0,1,5! 3122.33~22.4! 3.04~22.8! 38.67~33.0! 37.71~34.3! 36.67 2.00 1.04
~0,0,7! 3213.42~3.90! 2.80~3.94! 62.62~9.64! 62.48~9.62! 61.15 1.47 1.33
~1,2,1! 3294.95~9.18! 2.84~9.08! 24.67~9.16! 24.51~9.04! 23.17 1.50 1.34

3408.73~11.3! 2.84~11.1! 29.97~11.6! 29.83~11.3! 28.48 1.49 1.35
~0,4,0! 3503.79~0.115! 2.73~0.116! 24.51~0.105! 24.43~0.105! 23.11 1.41 1.32

3535.78~45.1! 3.62~45.2! 25.72~51.6! 24.92~52.0! 23.51 2.21 1.41
~0,3,2! 3828.30~3.14! 2.72~3.28! 29.60~3.80! 29.56~3.94! 28.22 1.38 1.34
~0,2,4! 3989.44~20.3! 3.20~19.9! 37.19~21.0! 37.19~20.5! 35.59 1.60 1.60
~1,3,0! 4107.21~5.65! 2.87~5.71! 23.44~7.33! 23.54~7.38! 22.05 1.38 1.49
~0,0,8! 4145.95~5.95! 2.82~6.07! 76.01~17.0! 76.06~17.0! 74.62 1.39 1.44
~1,2,2! 4249.96~43.7! 1.84~42.6! 25.08~45.3! 24.74~44.1! 23.99 1.09 0.75

4342.86~16.5! 3.04~16.8! 29.51~13.7! 29.34~13.8! 27.91 1.61 1.43
4424.67~27.8! 4.52~32.5! 28.11~30.0! 26.26~32.6! 24.93 3.18 1.34

~0,4,1! 4611.04~3.14! 2.74~3.09! 27.06~3.35! 26.94~3.31! 25.63 1.43 1.31
~0,3,3! 4822.01~8.29! 2.77~8.41! 33.24~8.59! 33.05~8.75! 31.76 1.48 1.29

4976.08~32.0! 5.18~36.8! 34.59~31.5! 34.22~31.5! 31.82 2.78 2.41
5076.56~32.8! 2.96~33.4!

~1,3,1! 5150.89~22.5! 2.40~22.7! 15.41~24.3! 15.09~24.1! 14.05 1.36 1.04
5298.52~33.3! 4.63~35.8! 35.12~31.2! 35.38~30.9! 32.93 2.18 2.44

~0,5,0! 5323.69~0.144! 2.72~0.147! 24.40~0.112! 24.32~0.111! 23.00 1.40 1.32
~0,4,2! 5624.25~6.95! 2.64~6.93! 30.03~7.09! 29.86~7.10! 28.62 1.41 1.24
~0,3,4! 5801.47~25.3! 3.91~27.4! 36.31~25.8! 35.99~25.4! 34.19 2.11 1.80

5878.33~22.4! 2.11~20.4! 31.87~73.1!
~1,4,0! 5951.47~16.7! 2.79~16.9! 24.57~26.9! 22.57~31.9! 22.17 2.39 0.39

6012.67~31.3! 1.40~34.5!
~1,3,2! 6130.11~42.7! 1.99~41.8! 24.92~42.7! 25.89~41.5! 24.41 0.51 1.48

6213.56~31.9! 3.66~32.3! 38.77~24.9! 38.11~24.9! 36.61 2.16 1.50
6301.78~30.1! 3.06~28.6! 23.55~27.4! 23.69~28.6! 22.09 1.46 1.60

~0,5,1! 6401.02~4.28! 2.71~4.25! 27.11~4.64! 27.01~4.58! 25.70 1.40 1.30
~0,4,3! 6609.28~14.1! 2.95~14.2! 33.26~15.6! 33.15~15.8! 31.73 1.53 1.42

6768.00~49.4! 15.30~61.6!
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TABLE II. ~Continued.!

E(J50) E(J51)2E(J50)

000 101 110 111

(nHC ,nCO ,nb) E(G) E(G) E(G) E(G) A B C

6924.04~34.9! 2.46~36.0!
~1,4,1! 6984.78~16.8! 3.34~17.0! 23.07~20.3! 22.00~19.9! 20.87 2.21 1.13
~0,6,0! 7125.24~0.775! 2.69~0.796! 24.45~0.893! 24.35~0.913! 23.05 1.39 1.30
~0,5,2! 7390.04~19.9! 2.93~20.2! 30.26~18.9! 30.47~19.1! 28.90 1.36 1.57

7591.22~23.5! 3.85~23.6! 35.11~25.6! 35.34~24.6! 33.30 1.81 2.04
~1,5,0! 7732.41~47.1! 3.69~40.1! 54.89~53.8! 53.09~50.1! 52.14 2.75 0.95

7802.00~35.4! 3.22~36.7! 29.60~39.6! 28.80~34.5! 27.59 2.01 1.21
7857.00~42.1! 3.00~38.6!

~1,4,2! 7971.04~41.7! 2.46~42.3! 25.11~48.7! 27.56~46.2! 25.11 0.00 2.46
8070.30~45.6! 4.80~46.5!

~0,6,1! 8162.02~6.29! 2.61~5.44! 27.53~6.53! 27.20~6.58! 26.06 1.47 1.14
~0,5,3! 8376.22~25.3! 3.57~24.1! 31.52~28.1! 32.29~28.6! 30.12 1.40 2.17
~1,5,1! 8771.01~49.9! 1.99~62.3!

8810.48~22.5! 3.43~27.6! 19.02~23.7!
~0,7,0! 8912.12~0.816! 2.80~0.965! 24.65~0.826! 24.68~0.863! 23.26 1.39 1.41
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culations successfully reproduced previous theoretical res
for J50 HCO. A comment should be made on the efficien
of the method.

The calculation has two distinct parts. The first is t
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in anL2 basis with zero
boundary conditions. The second is the search for resona
where scattering boundary conditions are imposed to finS
andQ at a series of energies. We have been able to ach
adequate results with a relatively small range for R
@2.0,6.0# Bohr compared to previous studies using tec
niques involving optical potentials14,16 with a range forR of
@2.0,8.0#. The use of the SDT-DVR scheme for diagonal
ing the Hamiltonian proves to be fairly efficient with CP
times ranging from 1.7 hours forJ50 to 13.4 hours for
J53, Kmin50 on a single MIPS R8000 processor. The c
culation of S and Q is independent of the scheme used
diagonalizeH. One could use whatever method was m

FIG. 3. Comparison of~a! calculated and~b! predicted lifetimes forJ53,
Kmin50.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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t

efficient for producing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
majority of the effort, however, goes into the second part
the calculation.

The resonance search forJ50 takes 1.7 hours giving a
total time of 3.4 hours to calculate the resonance ener
and widths on the range@1150, 9000# cm21. This time com-
pares quite favorably with the efficiency of previously pu
lished calculations forJ50 HCO. Unfortunately, the time o
the second part of the calculation scales with the cube of
number of open channels so that the computation over
same energy range forJ53, Kmin50 takes 134 hours. Thes
numbers could be improved somewhat by only summ
overEi in equation~1! whereEi lies in some energy window
aroundE. This, however, would not change the overall cub
scaling in determining theS matrix. SinceS containsNopen

2

elements, doing much better thanNopen
3 scaling in calculat-

ing it should prove difficult. Of course, one does not alwa

FIG. 4. Comparison of~a! calculated and~b! predicted lifetimes forJ53,
Kmin50.
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wantS. In direct methods such as the optical potential me
ods used by Wang and Bowman14 and Mandelshtam and
Taylor,16 resonance energies and widths are obtained as
eigenvalues of a complex Hamiltonian. Most of the effo
goes into obtaining a reduced basis used to represen
complex Hamiltonian which includes the optical potential.
parameter of the optical potential, sayl, is then varied and
the complex Hamiltonian represented in the reduced bas
diagonalized a number of times for the different values of
parameter. One can then follow the trajectories of the eig
values as a function ofl. In an ideal situation, a cusp in th
trajectory occurs which one associates with a resonance
ergy. This has the advantage that all of the resonance e
gies are obtained simultaneously. More likely, however,
trajectories form loops around the resonance energies
one must distinguish the trajectories of scattering poles fr
those of short-lived resonances. It is not clear how well t
works with broad overlapping resonances such as th
which are shown in Figure 2 since results using these m
ods have not been published for nonzero total angular
mentum withK coupling.

We have shown that the present method can ach
separation of broad overlapping resonances by diagona
tion of the lifetime matrix, although the usefulness of su
resonance parameters in these situations is not clear sinc
Breit–Wigner formula on which they are based describ
narrow isolated resonances. One should keep in mind, h
ever, that this method generates the scattering wave func
at all the energies of interest so it should be possible
generate whatever physical quantities are desired from
information.

Finally we demonstrated a method for predicting t
resonance spectra for higher angular momenta. The gene
good agreement between resonance energies and width
culated and those predicted from theJ50 and J51 reso-
nances illustrates the separation of vibration from overall
tation for most modes. The fairly substantial variation
rotational constants with vibrational mode demonstrates
necessity of calculating these constants for each vibrat

TABLE III. PredictedJ53.

State CalculatedE (cm21) PredictedE (cm21)

~0,5,0! 303 5340.0 5340.0
~0,5,0! 313 5361.4 5361.4
~0,5,0! 321 5426.3 5426.6
~0,5,0! 331 5333.0 5334.8

~0,0,5! 303 1313.3 1313.2
~0,0,5! 313 1352.7 1352.7
~0,0,5! 321 1464.5 1472.8
~0,0,5! 331 1640.9 1672.2
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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Unfortunately, those modes for which the rotational co
stants vary the most, namely the modes with high bend
citation, show the greatest deviation with predictions
J53 due to their increased coupling with overall rotatio
However, these modes generally correspond to shorter l
resonances and may be less important in calculating a
aged dynamical quantities. One may be able to use
method to calculate quantities averaged over many ang
momentum states. While the prediction seems to do fa
well for calculating resonance positions, one would have
account for the broadening that occurs for higher total an
lar momentum.
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